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1.1 Disclaimer 

 

The content of this white paper has a characteristic as an explanation of information and is not 

binding. The UZUROCKS Foundation shall not be liable for any loss arising out of the use, reference, 

or basis of the information in this whitepaper. This whitepaper may include citations from other 

third parties and publications of different institutions. Although the information and data sources 

cited in this whitepaper are based on third-party sources that the UZUROCKS Foundation has 

determined to be generally reliable, no separate verification process has been performed on the 

cited third-party information and data, and no important hypotheses based on these are confirmed. 

Nothing within this whitepaper is a statement, guarantee, or representation of the accuracy or 

performance of certain matters specified in the whitepaper at a specific point in the future, and the 

UZUROCKS Foundation explicitly denies any expression or warranty that guarantees specific results. 

The information provided in this whitepaper is for reference only and does not legally bind the 

UZUROCKS Foundation or any other parties. Some of this information is inherently futuristic and 

can be based on specific hypotheses. All statements other than statements of historical fact 

contained in this whitepaper (business strategies and plans, proceeds or estimates of performance, 

and future operating objectives) are forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements can 

also be generally defined as the use of future forecasting terms such as "~may", "~should", 

"~expect", "~anticipate", "~intent", "~believe", or "each narrative and other similar terms". This 

whitepaper makes no promises as to the future or value of cryptos and does not guarantee their 

intrinsic value, any promises of ongoing payments, or any particular value. Participation in the token 

sale and purchase of tokens carry significant risks that, if realized, could have a serious negative 

impact on the token sale, token, UZRS Token and UZRS Platform or UZUROCKS Foundation. 

Participants who do not fully understand the token sale, tokens, UZRS Token, and the potential risks 

outlined in this whitepaper and the terms of the token sale shall not participate in the token sale. 

Based on this whitepaper, no one is obligated to purchase tokens, and no purchase or payment 

shall be allowed. In the event of a conflict or inconsistency between whitepaper and tokens sale 

conditions and whitepaper, the tokens sale shall be governed exclusively by the token sale contract 

terms, and priority will be given according to the degree of conflict or inconsistency unless otherwise 

specified by the UZUROCKS Foundation. The terms and conditions of this whitepaper and token 

sale may not include all important information about the risks associated with the token sale and 

token sale participation. If you are a prospective purchaser, please check for yourself the legal 

requirements, risks, and consequences of purchasing, holding, and disposing of tokens before 

purchasing. 
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1.2 KYC & AML  

 

To verify the identity of all users, the UZUROCKS Foundation must adopt strict KYC and collect user 

information from all holders of the UZRS Token. Strict compliance with KYC protects contributors 

and issuers from crimes such as money laundering and terrorist financing. The adopted KYC is based 

on current market practices and all procedures follow the policies of the corresponding countries. 

The UZUROCKS Foundation recognizes the importance of preventing money laundering and 

terrorist financing, so KYC & AML procedures are governed by the laws of corresponding countries. 

In this regard, the policies and procedures implemented by the issuer are based on the 

identifications of the issuer and the acquirers based on the following sources. 

 

⚫ Identity information provided by the acquirer of UZRS Token 

⚫ Ensure the information consistent with the provided information from a trusted source. 

⚫ A signature of the acquirer to block transactions with risky persons 

 

Companies or organizations that do not provide the information requested by the Foundation and 

identity authentication institutions, or whose identity authentication and source verification are 

unclear cannot obtain UZRS Token. The UZUROCKS Foundation and the identity authentication 

institution may retain appropriate records of submitted documents and information, copies, or 

recommendations for a legally established period. Under the AML Act and the Data Protection Act, 

including general data protection regulations, holders' information is kept safe. 
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2.1 Challenge & Opportunity  

 

Unreasonable distribution structure in the content market and 

opportunity 

Unreasonable distribution structure in the content market and opportunity 

The fee and proceeds structures are typical problems with the content ecosystem. 

 Due to the content platform centered on large companies and the complex distribution structure 

led by certain companies, it was difficult for content creators to create appropriate proceeds. When 

the news that Psy's Gangnam Style, which drew attention from the world, earned only KRW36 million 

in royalties from online music sales in Korea, it was pointed out that there was a lot of bubble in 

content prices. 

In the blockchain-based content service ecosystem, proceeds are not created through transaction 

fees. Content creators are paid as much as the content they produce. Rewards are received as 

cryptos and coins that can be used on the blockchain's platform where the content is stored. If they 

post articles or videos on the platform, they will receive ‘platform coins’ as a reward. Not only 

content creators but also co-owners will receive these platform coins. 

 It's a reward for spreading the content and making it known to others. As more users purchase or 

watch shared content, both creators and co-owners of the content receive higher rewards. In fact, 

attempts to combine various digital contents such as texts, music, movies, webtoons, and photos 

with blockchain are emerging. 

 

 

Lack of copyright protection measures for contents and opportunity 

The digital content industry is a technology and knowledge-intensive industry based on intangible 

factors such as advanced information and communication technology and creativity and knowledge 

information and can be said to be a core industry in the information age of the 21st century. 

However, with the development of digital technology, mass copying of content is possible, and large 

amounts of content distribution are possible without any restrictions due to the expansion of 

networks, raising the issue of copyright protection and eradication of illegal distribution. As the 
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digital environment makes it easier to reproduce and distribute content, it seriously infringes on the 

rights of creators and leads to a crisis of existence of the content industry, a new era demands to 

reach an appropriate balance between the ownership of intellectual property and the sharing of 

users has been claimed. Blockchain technology makes it easier to protect content copyrights. 

Forgery is impossible when content is stored on the blockchain. If content information is produced 

and managed in blocks, its ownership and use can be proved. Since the records of piracy and 

sharing are also stored on the blockchain, they can be easily tracked if content piracy occurs. 

 

Problems of indiscriminate NFT Market and opportunity 

Artist Beeple's digital artwork was sold for $69.34 million in 2021 at Christie's, an American art 

auction house. Meanwhile, four NFT covers of Time magazine were auctioned for $446,000, and the 

New York Times' NFT column was also sold for $560,000. Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey's first tweet NFT 

was sold for $2.9 million. NFT, which refers to the non-fungible tokens, has recently become a new 

trend in digital asset investment. 

The NFT technology ensures that no one can copy or transfer the NFT without the permission of 

the owner. However, it is uncontrollable who was the first person to work on the artwork as an NFT. 

Swedish illustrator Simon Stålenhag has never published an NFT artwork himself and has never 

given authority to anyone but found one of his artworks to be a kind of NFT, Marble Card. Current 

NFTs lack regulation or supervision. This also suggests that the number of cases in which creators' 

copyrights are not protected may increase. 

In addition, indiscriminate meaningless pictures, photos, and sound sources are derived, adding to 

the market pain. And in fact, they do not have the basis for NFT's market revitalization. This is 

because, if you look at only Korea's NFT Markets, the products and activities traded except for Upbit 

are quite low. The reason can be seen as poor product quality and a gradual decline in investment 

attractiveness. 
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Problems with the central payment system 

Currently, online payment services are the only systems that have moved the form of offline payment 

systems from the past to online. The scope of online payment transactions is gradually becoming 

global, and the volume of transactions is huge enough to reach nearly $600 billion a year, but the 

payment structure itself has not changed significantly. In particular, brokerage fees are widely 

incurred as they are processed through at least eight procedures from payment to settlement, 

resulting in high fees for customers using the payment system. Fees received by intermediate 

operators in the payment process are up to 2-3% of credit cards, 2% of debit cards, and 25% of 

prepaid cards compared to the transaction amount. In particular, in areas where payment services 

are not active, such as Southeast Asia and South America, up to 50% of very high fees are required. 

In addition, the settlement cycle takes a long time, so it takes a long time for the business operator 

who uses it to receive the settlement. This is a typical problem with the centralized payment system. 

The source of this problem is that digital currency managed by the central system can cause data 

trust problems such as hacking, manipulation, and modulation, making it difficult to change the 

inefficient online payment system structure as intermediate participants at each stage recognize and 

approve the transaction. 
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2.2 Solutions  

 

Starting with the decentralized content reward platform, the UZUROCKS 

Platform introduces P2P Defi multi-wallet and high-quality NFT 

Marketplace and provides a model for reasonable proceeds to tens of 

millions of influencers and content creators around the world and 

reasonable consumption and various rewards for hundreds of millions of 

users. 

 

While UZRS Token empowers the UZUROCKS Platform, our vision is to create a decentralized media 

community with over 10 million content creators and influencers and over 100 million content 

consumers. Targeting the unreasonable digital centralization market, the UZUROCKS Foundation 

aims to solve market problems and achieve the WEB3 vision with the following solutions. 

 

⚫ Supports rational proceeds model of influencers & celebs 

⚫ Integrity distributed ledger copyright protection for content creators 

⚫ Anyone can easily challenge to become a digital influencer 

⚫ Reward policy to support reasonable consumption activities of users 

⚫ One-stop multi-chain service instead of scattered magnets  

⚫ Applies decentralized financial technology based on UZUR tokens 

⚫ Maintains platform quality through qualitative inspection activities for uploaded 

content 

⚫ NFT tokens issuance support service for an open platform 

⚫ All-in-one content services such as sound sources, images, videos, etc. 

⚫ Safe and simple payment service through the decentralized payment system. 
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2.3 Why blockchain  

 

 

Blockchain technology was introduced to expand the ecosystem of 

UZUROCKS by preventing forgery of works (copyright) and providing a 

cross-border transaction environment for producers and consumers. 

 

As decentralization has emerged as a new assurance means, blockchain technology is being 

introduced in various areas such as distribution, finance, and public institutions.  

The content industry especially pays more attention to this new technology to address the 

challenges of piracy, distribution, and copyright management of countlessly produced content.  

UZUROCKS digital content introduced blockchain technology to transparently show all processes 

and information that content is produced and distributed to consumers. 

 

By linking content and blockchain, we intend to solve the challenges of the content industry 

mentioned above, induce a stable circulation of the content of creators, generate honest profits, 

and provide various services to access the world of the new infinite creation.  
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3.1 Overview  

 

UZRS is a new blockchain platform for decentralization apps and is designed in response. It is 

designed to overcome the disadvantages of the existing content platform and to be easily scalable 

by new generations of Dapps and general users. A platform like Ethereum can theoretically 

implement any kind of application, but many limitations have been identified, such as a difficult 

user experience, high usage fees, and sudden bugs and errors. If the platform is designed more 

easily and quickly, the user-oriented ecosystem can be expanded more than Dapps. To solve this 

ecosystem in-depth, it is necessary to take a more serious approach to blockchain. An architecture 

and programming model that considers the needs of user-centric distributed apps is our priority. 

Therefore, we adhere to the following platform assumptions: 

⚫ Dapp can be scalable to millions of users. 

⚫ Improves user environment of Dapp for performance equivalent to a centralized app. 

⚫ Provides a user experience equivalent to the central one with a user-friendly platform 
environment. 

 

We believe that the blockchain acts as a shared database within the Dapp. The app ecosystem must 

store app data (DB) and ensure data addition, update, and update functions. The transformation 

must be approved and consistent with the rules of the app, for which reason the UZRS is designed 

and optimized to perform the role of a shared database. 

   

First of all, the relational model relationally is the storage of blockchain data and app state and a 

database, which is considered best-in-class for its flexible and dynamic performance. In other words, 

it can be said that the programmer's production and app consistency are guaranteed. Each Dapp 

has its blockchain. This is because each blockchain is operated by the following. As a subset of 

nodes, the total DB throughput can be increased by distributing videos, images, etc. to nodes. 

   

It also provides the same level of openness, transparency, and distribution as other public ledgers. 

Content miners are replaced by providers, who own the nodes that generate blocks. The roles of 

each node are separated so that the content mining pool is not concentrated on specific nodes nor 

controlled the network. We aim to ensure that the minimum number of node providers needed for 

collusion to exercise such control over UZRS significantly exceeds this number. Therefore, it can be 

said that the UZRS model is no longer oriented toward centralization. 
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Welcome to the UZRS Platform, a complex of integrated content functions. It is a space where 

content, users, and blockchain share data, form relations and work together. Anyone can easily join 

UZRS and engage in various activities such as video, music, E-commerce, and events, which allows 

active activities on the platform. By interacting with their neighbors and helping UZRS grow and 

carry out daily activities, users receive interchangeable rewards. Content creators communicate with 

users through P2P communication, such as creating/uploading videos that can be used in their 

accounts, selling products and goods, and holding events, and are rewarded with corresponding 

rewards. 

 

The UZRS Project aims to maximize user experience and to become a convenient and simple 

distributed app. It grows into a platform through its own unique and special activities in an 

environment that anyone can easily and conveniently access. To this end, users can upload their 

unique drawings, photos, digital resources, etc. to the NFT market, allowing investors to prove the 

value of their products. UZRS is the first stage to create a truly public user-type application that 

contains user-centered interesting content. 

 

Its lightweight and intuitive interface allow users to explore its many features. The UZRS Platform 

provides services by linking complex blockchain networks with multi-signals rather than a single 

blockchain in the market. For example, Bitcoin, Ethereum, Polygon, and Binance chains are the main 

networks to be merged into one stage. This is the best solution to achieve the integration of each 

blockchain network's investors and already owned users in the future. The decentralized financial 

system also guarantees the mutual exchange of cryptos through the Multi-signal Network and 

supports UZRS rewards by operating a staking pool node. 

 

The UZRS Project aims for the following goals and will grow successfully in the future. 

⚫ Aims for a platform that is easy to access based on user experience. 

⚫ Ensures reasonable proceeds generating activities of content creators. 

⚫ Provides NFT Market Place Service that provides only unique content. 

⚫ Provides the function that anyone can easily create and sell NFT tokens. 

⚫ Provides all-in-one content mining services for sound sources, videos, images, and 
shopping 

⚫ A multi-chain service that combines Bitcoin, Ethereum, Polygon, and Binance networks. 

⚫ Provides UZRS-centered DeFi services.  
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3.2 UZRS Decisions 

 

UZRS Foundation guarantees P2P access and environment for content creators (CP) and content 

consumers (customers). When content creators produce content and provide it to the platform, 

consumers watch the content and vote. The voting will more reasonably stabilize the ecosystem of 

the UZRS Platform. All users exercise their voting rights fairly and have the platform decision-making 

rights as enthusiastic supporters and fans of the content creators they support. This is a good 

decision-making right to prevent content creators from recklessly producing low-value content but 

to produce more productive and quality content, delegating authority to users as ecosystem judges. 

In other words, users are the democratic supreme decision-making authority of the UZRS Platform. 

The UZUROCKS Foundation will never interfere with this division-making right but strive for the 

technological development of the platform. 

Fair rewards for such decision-making are paid to UZRS Token. All platform users can access and 

handle all products with UZRS Token and will generate proceeds by transactions through exchanges 

in the future.  
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3.3 Application Blockchain 

 

The main role of blockchain in the context of decentralized apps is to manage data safely and 

consistently. Thus, a blockchain can be understood as a database, especially a secure distributed 

database. Another major role of blockchain is to prevent double payment, but this is a special case 

of data consistency constraints. Blockchain optimized for payment, such as Bitcoin, can adopt a 

highly specialized (and optimized) data model. However, a platform designed to host a variety of 

distributed apps requires a universal data model. 

 

Most blockchain platforms today use a map JSON type of data storage of key: value. This model is 

theoretically complete and uses high-performance data storage such as Level DB.  However, this 

model is very low level and is a challenge for app developers to implement key functions such as 

serialization and indexing. In combination, blockchain platforms generally use keys of any size and 

do not expose the full functionality of key-value storage, such as repeating through keys. For 

example, in the EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine), every key is a 256-bit integer, and iteration through 

the stored key is not possible. For this reason, implementing proper index data access in the EVM 

is difficult and inefficient. 

 

To address this, the UZRS Platform consists of a stable system for data storage by separately 

configuring a database model of direct data communication through each mainnet and continuously 

matching real-time sync values. In particular, P2P communication may be slow as it is applied to 

the platform's user wallet, but it aims to increase its suitability and speed by applying a continuous 

sink value. In addition, if users directly store the private key, they may be vulnerable to security theft 

and hacking such as phishing attacks and API attacks. Therefore, it guarantees access to assets and 

prevents accidents in advance through the single-threaded working of users' private keys. 

 

Blockchain technology is the most suitable solution for content copyright security technology. The 

centralized data center is vulnerable to hacking by insiders or third parties and exposed to a risk of 

manipulation. The UZRS Platform is used to safely protect content from these risks and to prove 

the authenticity of the IP copyright holder. All rewards are paid directly by the P2P protocol, without 

control or monitoring. 
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4.1 UZRS DeFi component 

 

One of the core architectures of the UZUR platform is to provide financial incentives to the most 

dedicated and motivated users. Based on the prediction of UZUR staking and rewards, a significant 

number of tokens will be allocated to staking rewards. This will motivate depository investors to 

hold tokens at the initial stage of platform development, and the allocated amount will gradually 

decrease according to the project roadmap. When a user purchases an NFT in the system, a portion 

of the purchase price is pledged as a special collateral account related to the NFT. The user has the 

option to resell it to the system at the same price as lock-up (deposited) pledged assets. Through 

this, the NFT value cannot go down below a certain threshold value. Therefore, users can also get 

a loan using the NFT as collateral. NFT products of content creators may be leased to other users. 

The smart contract is designed to prevent the borrower from reselling or destroying the item and 

return the item to the owner at the end of the rental period. 
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4.2 UZRS Multi-chain Combined System 

 

The UZRS Platform is a multi-chain-based hybrid structure that integrates multiple blockchain 

networks and is designed for a service-type blockchain network and digital asset management. 

Here, a multi-side chain was introduced into the applied content service, and the blockchain for 

digital asset management is divided and connected into a public chain. an async method was used 

to improve transaction processing speed, a representative disadvantage of a public blockchain. In 

addition, it is a bridge connection method in the form of an intermediary operating between the 

content chain and the public chain, which is an external blockchain, for asset transactions, where 

both content and assets are safely distributed and stored. It has the characteristic of minimizing the 

disadvantages by collecting the advantages of each manner through multi-chain, so it is excellent 

for processing a large number of transactions that occur for each platform service. Since many 

Dapps are expected to increase in the future, a large-scale transaction processing method is an 

inevitably introduced system. 

Blockchain, content, and finance can be integrated only when the TPS and feelings problems, which 

are representative disadvantages of a public blockchain, are resolved. A structure in which 

transactions are not created as much as desired prevents blockchain from being integrated with 

core content and enables only relatively simple asset transactions. The answer to this problem is to 

integrate each chain and collect only the advantages to provide services. 
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UZRS integrates Bitcoin, Ethereum, Polygon, and Binance Chain, which have the best security and 

scalability among representative magnets. As a first-generation blockchain, the Bitcoin network is 

the most excellent in terms of P2P security with its perfect decentralization. Ethereum network is a 

network that has excellent scalability with smart contracts that ensures Dapps' participation and 

flexibly processes transactions occurring in multiple peers. Polygon and Binance chains are networks 

derived from the Ethereum network and have business-specific characteristics with excellent 

transaction processing speed and low transmission fees while maintaining the advantages of 

Ethereum. This is a representative technology that can improve the technical perfection of the UZRS 

Platform and provide services optimized for business.  

 

All assets that exist separately in the integrated multi-chain are traded through the bridge terminal. 

Ecosystem participants who want to trade users' assets can easily transfer assets. Bridge terminal, 

counterparty identification code, transaction confirmation. After the transaction is completed, the 

assets held ensure safe asset transactions through balance proof. The mechanism is equally applied 

to transactions with external blockchains in an asynchronous way. Users can send their tokens to 

each mainnet public chain, and when the transaction is complete, they can send their tokens back 

through the bridge terminal. 

 

The UZRS Platform leads the innovation of the decentralized market by increasing the business 

utilization of each public blockchain through the multi-chain system and exerting strong power to 

expand users. 
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4.3 UZRS Smart-Swap 

 

The third technical feature of the UZRS Platform is the secure exchange and transaction technology 

between digital assets in different networks. This is also a technology that is an extension of the 

multi-chain described in 4.2. When the coin swap is handled asynchronously and the final 

transaction confirmation request is reached by linking the four public chains on the platform, the 

result is returned through proof of balance. 

Holders can be relieved of the discomfort of their own wallets with UZRS wallet's smart swap 

technology, and in conclusion, it will be a decisive factor in quickly absorbing the ecosystem of 

other wallets. The technical procedure of smart swap is as follows. 

 

⚫ Real-time balance proof of public networks is received through HTTPS communication. 

⚫ Guarantees single thread working in an asynchronous manner before receiving API data. 

⚫ Stores Tx data requested by the holder in a multi-chain thread. 

⚫ If the changed data is requested by users, it is divided into two sections. 

⚫ The original section and the changed section are tailored through real-time data sync. 

⚫ Transactions are transmitted to the outside within a limited time upon sync confirmation 

through real-time data exchange. 

⚫ In each public manner, the final confirmation is processed through proof of balance. 

⚫ The returned confirmation result value is stored in a multi-chain thread. 

⚫ The final exchanged state is transmitted to users and matched with the current balance. 

⚫ The final exchange of wallets between different coins is completed. 

 

Smart swap preferentially processes preceding transactions. In the case of Ethereum, unnecessarily 

high fees and priorities are often changed by rearranging gas (transaction fee) in ascending order. 

However, if a multi-chain smart swap is used, it can prevent it in advance and use the wallet service 

more quickly and conveniently by processing data in the order requested. 
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4.4 UZRS Contents Distribution 

 

The fourth technical feature of the UZRS Platform is that it can prove originality by recording content 

that was previously difficult to record in blocks using a separate content pool node. It distributes 

content needed to build a digital world faster using distributed storage systems in public chains. 

For each content sector that needs to be customized, the reference to a file with a description of 

the sector's content is searched and filtered by smart contracts, and download URLs / Links are 

saved for each sector. And IPFS technology is an alternative to overcome the existing centralized 

HTTPS communication method. With this decentralized distribution system, the UZRS Platform no 

longer needs to use a centralized infrastructure. Therefore, users can distribute content, resulting in 

significantly reduced costs required to maintain the system. This is why the UZRS Platform exists. It 

is a technical component that can minimize the interference of third parties who strongly censor 

content or change the rules forcibly. 

 

It specifies that clients can know the content without unnecessary explanation of the method for 

each content uploaded by users, such as videos, sound sources, texts, audios, and other related 

content. Content consumers can safely upload content to the UZRS Platform and catch the INDEX 

information of the provided content and record it in distributed ledgers. In conclusion, this is the 

best way to protect the source of content creators, and from the perspective of platform operating 

companies, it is a golden opportunity to save human resources and facility resources for content 

security. 

 

The distributed network used for content storage adopts the Polygon(MATIC) chain. The reason is 

that other networks are specialized in assets and finance, which is accompanied by considerable 

costs for content recording. However, Polygon is a chain that secures content cheaply and quickly 

with a network optimized for content operation. 

 

 

 

 

Database 
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4.5 UZRS peers Connection Live Stream 

 

Since the UZRS Platform provides services based on video content, if the blockchain system is slow 

or buffering occurs, the service quality will significantly deteriorate, resulting in users immediately 

leaving the platform. Therefore, the UZRS Platform creates a smooth live streaming environment 

through peer connection. 

 

Users of the UZRS Platform play a role as peers. Each peer node may play two roles at the same 

time as a user node and a cache node. After the node starts, during the handshake stage, a list of 

candidate peers is selected from the tracking server for live streaming. Then, it is connected to the 

peer nodes with the most optimized performance and fitness according to the data processing 

speed and regional location. So, it creates an environment that can provide video streaming stably. 

 

To avoid video quality degradation, management of the local buffer is very important. The client 

peers must be maintained to store the downloaded stream data of the local cache. If the duration 

of cached stream data is less than a specific threshold value, the players have to check nearby peers 

to watch if they have the desired streaming segment. They change to get the segment from the 

user CDN server when there are no nearby peers with the streaming segment. 

  

To achieve the highest possible video quality, users regularly update the updated candidate list from 

the tracking server while the video is streaming. As a result, the UZRS Platform secures live video 

streaming technology and supports superior quality services. 
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4.6 UZRS Payment Model 

 

The UZRS platform applies a P2P payment protocol model that directly connects payment users 

and merchants. By implementing services through blockchain-based smart contracts and 

cryptocurrency circulation structures, it aims at many decentralized payment systems such as 

simplifying settlement cycles, minimizing service usage fees, and fast payment speeds. 

The UZRS Payment System supports various functions such as QR code, barcode, gift certificate, 

and point switching so that users can easily pay. Merchants can apply the API and SDK provided by 

the UZRS Foundation to their businesses faster than the current Payment Gateway (PG) system for 

online payment linkage. In addition, content provided by the platform can be paid with the payment 

system. 

The biggest advantage of the UZRS Payment system is that it supports multiple cryptocurrency 

payments. Until now, due to the volatility of cryptocurrency, its use is closer to investing in exchanges 

than payments. To address these barriers to entry, we will boldly use coins such as Bitcoin and 

Ethereum in real life. 
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5.1 UZRS DeFi Wallet 

 

The first solution of the UZRS Platform is an all-in-one decentralized financial wallet service. This is 

an asset management platform that integrates Bitcoin, Ethereum, Polygon, and Binance networks 

as a service to which the aforementioned multi-chain technology is applied. A multi-chain crypto 

wallet designed to easily store, manage, and transfer digital assets supports the following functions. 

 

Quick & Secure Storage for Crypto-Collectible 

It supports NFT (Non-Fungible Token) issuance and storage services based on Ethereum, Polygon, 

and Binance networks. Users can store and operate NFT tokens invested in various NFT markets 

such as Opensea and Super rare by moving them to the UZRS wallet. In addition, by linking the 

value of the asset with the real-time price, users can check the price of their current digital asset in 

real-time and can search for a matching hash of the purchased digital product. 

 

Cryptocurrency Smart Swap 

It is a service that allows networks to exchange safely and quickly for different digital assets through 

the smart swap. By issuing specific coins as multiple manner-based tokens and freely conducting 

mainnet swaps in a cross-chain form, holders of different network ecosystems support transactions 

through a single interface. In addition, the low transaction fee is available for swapping, freeing 

users from the traditional expensive transaction fees. 

 

Stake UZRS and Claim staking reward 

If users deposit and lock up UZRS Token in the staking pool, they can receive rewards accordingly. 

A portion of the platform's smart swap can be returned as staking interest proceeds. The interest 

rate of the staking pool is in line with the real-time UZRS Token, and even if the price is lowered, 

the staking pool can be rewarded at the increased interest rate, so it will settle as a safe investment 

method for safe digital assets. 
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5.2 UZRS NFT Market 

 

The UZRS Platform does not distribute low-quality content, which is a problem with other NFTs. 

Only content directly produced by celebrities or influencers will be carefully selected and will be 

launched on the NFT Market Place. It operates unique content products in the world to increase 

investment attractiveness and support services to increase the value of digital products over time. 

We sell the only product in the world 

UZRS NFT Market cannot release more than one digital product. It increases the value of your 

investment by handling only one product in this world. Investors in NFT products automatically 

receive an IP Hash Certificate and are guaranteed their ownership, which will prove investors to be 

product owners anywhere in the digital world and grow their investment assets. 

 

You can invest by sculpting products 

One of the main features of the UZRS NFT Market is that users can fragmentize products to make 

distributed investments. This can solve problems such as a sense of alienation and inactivity of 

product information that can arise from owning alone. In addition, it is possible to increase the 

market distribution of general users by lowering the investment barrier for expensive products. This 

also matches the investment value of the product. We hope all users experience the world's only 

fragment investment through UZRS NFT Market. 

 

NFT Product Information Community Support 

To close the information gap that may occur if only the NFT Market is operated, information on the 

potential value of products after the investment is provided and additional information about the 

NFT products you currently own is continuously provided. In addition, the method of safely selling 

assets through the NFT professional block deal blogger connection is also considered. This can 

promote the continued stability of UZRS NFT investors and further establish itself as the safest 

exchange. 
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5.3 UZRS Reward Service 

 

The UZRS Platform serves as a digital play space for users by providing various contents such as 

videos, images, text, and games. The current media era is the short-form era. The shorter the content, 

the greater the impact and the higher the platform usage rate of users. The UZRS Platform aims for 

an ecosystem focused on short content. It grows into the most suitable platform for users' fast 

content paradigm by carefully selecting only the most fun and enjoyable content in a short time. 

 

Justifiable compensation for content activities. 

The UZRS Reward Platform provides the best opportunities for content creators. When celebs, 

entertainers, and influencers produce and upload their content to the platform, they are rewarded 

with appropriate UZRS Tokens according to users' ratings and popularity. As a result, content 

creators can produce higher-quality content and users can create a more satisfactory digital world. 

 

The user's legitimate exercise of voting rights. 

The most important role in the ecosystem of the UZRS Platform is users. To them, the UZRS Project 

provides the strongest voting rights. Users can evaluate the content they consume in real-time, 

providing great incentives to content creators they like and support, and negative voting is also a 

warning to content creators who produce low-quality content or lack continuous activity. When 

these are accumulated, the platform automatically processes whether to incentivize or penalize the 

corresponding content creators and return the results. The UZRS Platform regards users' voting 

rights as the most important factor. We hope you will realize the decentralized vision that is most 

directly related to the success of the ecosystem. 

 

Various event spaces 

The UZRS Platform intends to increase platform activity by providing various events for users and 

immediately paying rewards to smart contracts. 
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6.1 UZRS Token 

 

UZRS Token is the default currency of the platform. Users can use content and participate in NFT 

investment using UZRS Token. In addition, users can mine through content production and activity 

contribution. It divides into 50% Ethereum, 25% Binance, and 25% Polygon to issue and distribute 

a total of 5 billion UZRS Tokens. 

Ethereum-based UZRS tokens are used for listing and trading, Binance-based UZRS tokens are used 

for DeFi participation and compensation, and Polygon-based UZRS tokens are used for NFT issuance, 

NFT transaction, and compensation. 

 

 

Payments 

The functions of the UZRS token have the characteristics of payment 

and payment functions and charging functions. The ecosystem of 

UZRS tokens is basically constructed through the payment model. It 

is the central axis of the shopping mall payment, reward, and prize 

payment system, including basic deposit and withdrawal functions. 

DeFi 

Staking proceeds can be obtained using UZRS Token and 

loans can be used as collateral. It is also used as a key 

currency for investment in NFT products. Since a certain 

percentage of platform proceeds are paid as staking rewards, 

token holders can also participate in staking and receive 

rewards. For example, in gaming platforms, users get 

proceeds for plot sales, asset sales, transaction fees, etc., and 

get a fixed percentage to the staking pool. 

Governance 

According to the UZRS Token ownership ratio, users can 

participate in the governance process through a distributed 

organization with a proposal and voting structure. They can 

participate in issues related to platform operation and 

development, which may be determined according to the 

preferences of token holders. Separate rewards will also be 

provided for key governance holders to induce users to 

participate in voting. 

Contribution to earn 

(C2E) 

The UZRS Token is used as a mining device for the platform. 

There is a percentage of tokens reserved for user incentives, 

and by completing certain quests on the platform, users can 

earn tokens. It is a model for inducing users’ participation 

and maintaining transactions. 

support 

The UZUROCKS token allows fans or users to sponsor the 

celebrities they support, which gives creators motivation to 

keep producing digital content. 
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Token Allocation 

Role of Token Utility 

Blockchain ETH BNB POLYGON 

Token supply 2,500,000,000 1,250,000,000 1,250,000,000 

Symbol/Ticker UZRS (ERC-20) UZRS (BEP-20) UZRS (MATIC) 

Decimals 18 18 18 

 

Blockchain Category Volume 

ERC-20 

(50%, 2,500,000,000) 

Swap Systems 750,000,000 (15%) 

Platform Reward 500,000,000 (10%) 

Foundation 500,000,000 (10%) 

Pre-sale (Funding) 400,000,000 (8%) 

Partners 350,000,000 (7%) 

BEP-20 

(25%, 1,250,000,000) 

Swap Systems 375,000,000 (7.5%) 

Sales 375,000,000 (7.5%) 

Platform Reward 250,000,000 (5%) 

NFT Incentive 250,000,000 (5%) 

MATIC 

(25%, 1,250,000,000) 

Swap Systems 375,000,000 (7.5%) 

Marketing 375,000,000 (7.5%) 

Platform Reward 250,000,000 (5%) 

NFT Incentive 250,000,000 (5%) 
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Category Blockchain Volume 

Swap Systems 

(30%, 1,500,000,000) 

ERC-20  750,000,000 (15%) 

BEP-20 375,000,000 (7.5%) 

MATIC 375,000,000 (7.5%) 

Platform Reward 

(20%, 1,000,000,000) 

ERC-20  500,000,000 (10%) 

BEP-20 250,000,000 (5%) 

MATIC 250,000,000 (5%) 

Foundation 

(10%, 500,000,000) 
ERC-20  500,000,000 (10%) 

NFT Incentive 

(10%, 500,000,000) 

BEP-20 250,000,000 (5%) 

MATIC 250,000,000 (5%) 

Pre-sale (Funding) 

(8%, 400,000,000) 
ERC-20  400,000,000 (8%) 

Sales 

(7.5%, 375,000,000) 
BEP-20 375,000,000 (7.5%) 

Marketing 

(7.5%, 375,000,000) 
MATIC 375,000,000 (7.5%) 

Partners 

(7%, 350,000,000) 
ERC-20  350,000,000 (7%) 

Swap Systems, 30%

Platform Reward, 20%

Foundation, 10%

NFT Incentive, 10%

Pre-Sale, 8%

Sales, 7.5%

Marketing, 7.5%

Partners, 7%

UZRS

(100%)
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6.2 UZRS AirDrop 

 

UZRS will be a dynamic ecosystem full of participants and various events. Periodic events are 

distributed with the participation of UZRS Token, such as during the airdrop period. As securing 

new users is important after the launch of the platform, various promotions will be carried out. As 

mentioned earlier, effective use of ads will be the key, and it is the Airdrop that can maximize the 

effectiveness. As the UZRS system uses platform utility tokens, the foundation actively works to 

secure platform users by airdropping UZRS tokens. The airdrop will be conducted mainly by users 

who hold even a small amount of UZRS Token. As they are the most active users and users with 

the highest purchasing power on the platform, when they receive airdrop tokens, they will become 

the most active supporters and will act as an essential component for the success of the platform 

and the long-term growth of the ecosystem. As explained earlier, the creation of shared interests 

plays a pivotal role in the ecosystem and is at the heart of the token economy. We will start sharing 

profits centered on the token economy through various first-time holders such as airdrops and 

crowdfunding. 

 

 

6.3 UZRS Reward Mining (C2E) 

 

It provides content reward mining, where UZRS Token is the most allocated and the basis of the 

platform. As mentioned earlier, it will be allocated first to active participants in the content 

contribution of the platform, users' voting activities, and events. Users can obtain mining tokens at 

a fair rate when they produce and consume content on the platform as if they were playing games. 

Tokens acquired can be consumed on platforms and exchanges. The main activity areas for mining 

on the platform are as follows. 

 

⚫ Contributors to NFT product production, registration, and investment participation. 

⚫ Contributors to platform content production and periodic CP activities. 

⚫ Excellent contributors to voting and content consumption activities 

⚫ Contributors to hold staking upper class  
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6.4 UZRS Payment 

 

The UZRS Payment ecosystem supports multiple cryptocurrencies, not a single one. To use it for 

actual payment, the problem of volatility of cryptocurrency, a digital asset, must be solved. To solve 

this problem, the UZRS token is used as a key pillar and used as a swap device for major 

cryptocurrencies with high liquidity. 

Our goal is to market the user experience through the spread and confidence of payment solutions 

through cryptocurrency. It also supports various marketing and events to increase sales of stores. 

Promotional methods such as product discounts, packages, prizes, coupons, and gift certificates will 

be actively mobilized. Stores in the UZRS Payment System provide easy-to-use marketing tools at a 

low cost. In addition, sellers who work hard on our platform can use P2P transaction support fees 

cheaper than other cryptocurrency services by differentiating smart contract usage fees according 

to event options. 

All transaction books can be transparently disclosed to prove and inquire about transactions anytime, 

anywhere. In addition, activities occurring in the out-chain may also be separately demonstrated in 

the Third-Party database. Stores through transaction data monitoring systems enjoy more 

reasonable services. This automatically increases users' satisfaction by providing excellent products 

and high-quality services only when the product is satisfied. 

Services provided by the UZRS Payment System are as follows. 

 

⚫ Online/offline product payment service 

⚫ Multi-cryptocurrency payment service 

⚫ Management of store owners / Promotion activities support service 

⚫ User reward for payment and purchase 
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7.1 UZRS Platform Ecosystem 

 

The ecosystem of the UZRS platform was created to address the copyright infringement suffered 

by creators who are content producers in the centralized market, the lack of specialized content 

revenue platforms, and unclear content ownership. The user base of the UZRS platform is divided 

mainly into creators (content producers), companies (platform users), and consumers (content users). 

Among them, active digital platform linkage with companies is carried out for platform growth 

through spreading business models.  

 

Especially by providing blockchain-based payment system services (SDKs, APIs) for companies and 

organizations operating platform and point businesses, the token economy will be easily expanded 

by linking the UZRS platform with the payment system of third-party platforms. It will maximize the 

synergy between platforms by tying up various points previously operated with UZRS points and 

tokens, providing a significant ripple effect on business between companies. 

In addition, to protect creators' work, immutable digital artifacts are able to be managed by 

connecting NFTs with real or digital works. This guarantees the system environment so creators can 

work freely in the "Creator ClassRoom" and NFT Marketplace on the platform. Creators can prove 

the value of their work on the UZRS platform and sell it at a fair price. Through reliable purchase 

routes, consumers will pay a reasonable cost for the exchange value of their work, proven 

transparently on the blockchain. From this, we can expect to exercise the growth engine of the UZRS 

platform along with the increase in the product’s value. 
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Users of the UZRS platform consume or produce various products such as streaming services, social 

media, and short-form content, fairly distributing the profits of the platforms and users and 

providing fair feedback. Also, the governance ecosystem between platforms expands the ecosystem 

connecting digital advertising brokerage, influencer, MCN, and entertainment game platforms. 

 

It is not limited to the UZRS platform but through simple interconnection with other platforms, 

consuming activities can be enhanced using points and token swaps. This unification of payment 

will grow into a user-friendly platform far superior to the existing one, providing users with the 

simplicity and convenience of consumption patterns. 
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7.2 UZRS Payment System 

 

 

There are two decentralized payment methods on the UZRS platform: UZRS tokens and Uzurocks 

points. They are commonly used as UZRS governance and payment methods. Through UZRS 

governance, you can vote for the various talented creators. Content users include creators(content 

producers) and consumers. Uzurocks points acquired through Uzu Meta can be swapped securely. 

Those two methods are used in the Uzurocks platforms where contents are produced, such as 

creator classrooms, communities, NFT marketplaces, and e-commerce. 

The types of transactions include B2B (business-to-business transactions), B2CR (business-to-creator 

transactions), and CR2C (creator-to-consumer transactions).  
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B2B : Business to Business 

This is the most important payment support system between companies with various business 

models and transactions. Its main functions are remittance, point-to-point swap, and product 

payment systems. It provides services in the form of a consortium through partnerships with UZRS 

platform operators. The remittance and swap functions are especially the biggest key to exchanging 

the company's user power by allowing digital currency exchange between companies with different 

business items, passing the exclusive point operation. The inter-enterprise payment service must 

pay the minimum fees required for the platform ecosystem and the usage fees to maintain the 

users and governance counsels, and they become much cheaper than the central system payment 

fees. 

 

B2CR : Business to Creator 

The UZRS platform provides content and token pool distribution services to creators and enterprises. 

It controls and manages transactions using Smart contracts and provides a convenient payment 

environment for the ecosystem participants. Companies and creators safely conclude transactions 

with blockchain escrow functions and exchange content and currencies through UZRS's "Instant 

Pay" service. This ensures a safe transfer of the creator's work. It also provides high-quality services 

with far lower fees than existing payment gateways (PG systems). Additionally, it helps creators grow 

through corporate sponsorship. 

 

CR2C : Creator to Customer(User) 

The UZRS platform provides transaction and sponsorship services between creators and consumers. 

Consumers can sponsor creators with points or currency rewards offered by the company and buy 

high-quality content at reasonable prices. Consumers and users only pay the minimum fee necessary 

to maintain the platform, making it much more economical than other blockchain platforms. 

Consumers' rational choices determine creators' NFT-linked products, and the high transaction 

closing rate will significantly help increase the value of content. 
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7.3 Creator Class-Room intro 

 

The 'Creator Class-Room' service is an educational content provision service, which is crucial for 

creators. Creators who contribute to content production activities on the UZRS platform can upload 

talent education items such as their goods and products to this service and sell them through the 

blockchain. In addition, educational content producers such as instructors and lecturers can also 

generate rewards by performing content activities in the form of talent donations. 

 

The creator classroom service consists of VOD classes, live lectures, and 1:1 online lectures. The 

VOD class service provides recorded video content depending on the creators’ curriculum to paid 

users as educational materials. Live lectures can be conducted in one space with consumers with 

support such as real-time Q&A chatting functions, and 1:1 online lectures are a competitive service 

that enables realistic direct interaction with instructors online for the highest level of paid users. 
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UZUROCKS Roadmap 

  

 

  

 

 

 

   

2022. 1Q 

• UZRS Project Open 

• White Paper Ver 1.0 Production 

• Development of UZRS Wallet System 

• UZRS Wallet System with SWAP 

function 

• Development of UZRS PAY system 

2022. 3Q 

• Listed on the exchange 

• NFT+ Defi Exchange System 

Development 

• UZRS Reward App 

• Wallet ver. 0.2 update 

• UZRS Live / Market Open 

 

2022. 2Q 

• Launching UZRS Wallet 

• Installation and launch of DeFi system 

• NFT+ Defi Exchange System Development 

• Launching the UZRS PAY system 

• Development of UZRS Reward App System 

2022. 4Q 

• UZRS Pay activation 2.0 update 

• UZRS service scheduled for the U.S. and 

Southeast Asia 

• Update NFT+Defi Exchange System 

Advancement 

2021. 4Q 

• Launch of UZRS Blockchain Business 

• Planning the UZRS platform 

• Produced by UZRS White paper  
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